FRIENDS AND CEREMONY
There is a suspicion of ceremony in unprogrammed Friends meetings. We believe that our form of worship is one
which opens our hears to allow the Spirit to direct not only the worship but the events and decisions of our lives. Rather than anoint leaders to give us direction, we ask our leaders to listen deeply as we season things as a group to find
out how God wants us to proceed. We believe enough in that process to allow those who are both led strongly and in
the minority to have both time and space. We will not move forward without them. This has not prevented personalities from making life at Meeting complicated and in the case of an issue like slavery, it led to the dissolution of some
meetings. On the whole, though, our process has served to bind us deeply in community. Once having been truly part
of the process of the Quaker community, it is very difficult to find validation in other democratic forms.
Yet we are not the Quakers of the 19th century tucked away from the world. Most of us work and live in a world
which does not subscribe to Quaker values, and we “commute: to the Meeting Community once or twice a week. .
The ceremonies of modern life and religion have crept into the meetinghouse We celebrate Christmas and Easter and
sometimes Passover. We give gifts and sing Happy Birthday. Not only is there a piano in the fellowship room, there
is a printer and a Wi-Fi connection. And one of the things Orange Grove meeting has started doing is welcoming
new babies with a formal ceremony as a way of acknowledging and embracing the young families among us.
Now we have always welcomed babies. 34 years ago, when Felicity was born, I brought her to meeting and she was
passed around a circle while Friend sang “Simple Gifts.” It was usually spontaneous and required about ten minutes
of organizing. Time went on and enough mothers expressed their discomfort with handing babies from hand to unwashed hand, that we dropped the practice. A few years ago, a Friend welcomed a new child with a ceremony
adapted from Unitarian service. It was very meaningful to the parents of the baby and when that Mom was able, she
started organizing welcomes for other new babies and new parents.
Worship and Ministry struggled with the idea of having a ceremony in the Meetinghouse, and we continue to explore
what the reality of a Quaker welcome might be. A meeting for worship on the occasion of welcoming a baby? We
have read babies and new families words about the testimony of community and the importance of family life. We
have put flowers in our hair and read poems. Most recently, I was the officiant of a welcoming for Alden Newman
Scoma, and found myself blessing him with water earth fire and wind. It was rather Wiccan, if truth be told, and as I
have always loved leading Solstice Ceremonies, I found it poetic and meaningful to call upon the people present to be
there for this family and this child. His parents and his grandmother read messages to him and made pledges. Alden
loved being touched by water and a cool stone, watching the flickering of the candle, the waving fan and the bright
Sunflower.
The point of the ceremony is that—like most ceremonies—the wishes and pledges have been made out loud and in
front of witnesses. The truth of the matter is that it will only mean something if the family continues to participate in
meeting, and if meeting continues to participate in their lives. The ceremony can’t guarantee anything—it can only
make it clear that a relationship has begun. It is a step towards building the future of Alden’s life and our life as a
meeting and it will unfold with the guidance of the Spirit. And that will be improvised.
Sharon Doyle
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Committees and Clerks
COMMITTEE

CLERK

E-MAIL ADDRESS

Animal Kinship Committee

Kate Carpenter

animal@ogmm.org

Burial Committee

Cliff Lester

burial@ogmm.org

Children’s Education Committee

Abira Ali/Kindred Gottlieb

children@ogmm.org

Fellowship Coordinators (Flash Paper )

Hannah Maximova/Estelle Stevens

fellowship@ogmm.org

Finance Committee

Betty Ann Jansson

finance@ogmm.org

Library Committee

Nina Rivinus

library@ogmm.org

Nominating Committee

Sharon Doyle

nominating@ogmm.org

Pastoral Care Committee

Sara Rose House Kate Carpenter

pastoral@ogmm.org

Peace & Social Concerns Committee

Nina Rivinus

peace@ogmm.org

Property Committee

Judson Emerick

property@ogmm.org

Resident Friend Committee

Nina Rivinus

resident@ogmm.org

Worship & Ministry Committee

Jean Lester

worship@ogmm.org

Meeting Jobs
OFFICE

OFFICEHOLDER

E-MAIL ADDRESS

Email Announcements

Dan Strickland

announce@ogmm.org

Archivist

Steve Rosenbluth

archivist@ogmm.org

Assistant Clerk of the Meeting

Jane Krause

assistant@ogmm.org

Childcare Coordinator

Kindred Gottlieb

childcare@ogmm.org

Clerk of the Meeting

Blake Arnall

clerk@ogmm.org

Corresponding Clerk

corresponding@ogmm.org

Database Clerk

Dan Strickland

database@ogmm.org

Minute Clerk

Claire Gorfinkel

minutes@ogmm.org

Orange Grove Record Editors

Sharon Doyle/Peter Landau

record@ogmm.org

Recorder

Steve Rosenbluth

recorder@ogmm.org

Resident Friend

Philip Way

friend@ogmm.org

Treasurer of the Meeting

Jane Krause

treasurer@ogmm.org
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MEETING ORGANIZATION
MEETING OFFICERS
Clerk
Assistant Clerk
Minute Clerk
Treasurer
Recorder
STANDING COMMITTEES
Children’s Education (suspended)
Fellowship
Finance
Nominating
Peace and Social Concerns
Property
Pastoral Care
Worship and Ministry
MEETING REPRESENTATIVES
Pacific Yearly Meeting
Southern California Quarterly Meeting
FCL
FCL CA
FWCC, Friends in Deed, Union Station
AD HOC COMMITTEES
Ad Hoc committees are generally under the
care of a standing committee
Burial Committee (Pastoral Care)
Library Committee (Worship & Ministry)
Animal Husbandry (Peace and Social Concerns)
Communications (Pastoral Care)
MEETING JOBS
Jobs are performed by individuals for meeting.
They are often under the care of a standing
committee or the Clerk of Meeting;
Archivist (Clerk)
Adult FDS Coordinator (Worship & Ministry
Children’s Education Coordinator (CEC Sup
(CEC Support Committee)
Corresponding Clerk (Clerk)
Database Manager (Communications)

Resident Friend (Resident Friend Support
Committee)
Site Manager (Property)
Record Editor (Communications)
Website Clerk (Communications)

HOW DO I..........?
Make an announcement?

Write it down and put them in the announcement basket before meeting starts. There is an announcement
basket either on the table in front of the fireplace or
in the closet to the right of the library door. There are
often helpful blank forms.

Get something out on the email list ?

If you are a clerk or a representative, you can submit
on your own. If you aren’t a clerk, ask a clerk to do
it for you. Send it to announce@ogmm.org

Get something in the record?

Send an email to record@ogmm.org with an idea or
an article. Record comes out ever two months.

Request a clearness committee?

Speak to the clerk of Pastoral Care or ask any member of Meeting to find out if a clearness committee is
appropriate to help you. Email pastoralcare@ogmm.org

Get reimbursed for a meeting expense?

Look for the file box in the Library. In the treasurer’s
folder are blank forms which you can fill out and
leave in the treasurer’s folder with the receipts. In
general, the treasurer needs to know who has authorized the expense: the committee and the clerk. The
treasurer can also email you one.

Find out how to join Meeting?

Talk to any member of Pastoral Care or Worship and
Ministry or email the committee. There is a pamphlet
on membership in the pamphlet rack next to the back
door.

Find out how to join a Committee?

Talk to any member of nominating committee or
email nominating committee, or talk to the members
of committee. Some committees have open policies
on joining them; some require a process.
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AFSC UPDATES

by Arthur Kegerreis
LIBRLART@GMAIL.COM
(323) 573-4758

Quaker Center Consultation Summary

From October 20-22nd, the Quaker Center held a "Consultation" in Ben Lomond, and shortly beforehand a fire broke out in the mountains
nearby, quickly growing from 100 to 400 acres, and yielding front-page reports of injured firefighters in the ravines. Inquiries were met with
responses that it was 10-20% contained, over a ridge five miles away, and spreading the other direction. Many of us took a deep breath, said
our prayers and packed our bags to go.
Nearly 50 participants from Vancouver to San Diego attended, myself as Orange Grove's representative. We weren't quite sure what we were
there for, but understood the time spent would contribute to the life of our Meetings. Bob and Kathy Runyan, Mary Klein, and Henri Ducharme led us through an assortment of activities that helped us evaluate our personal and Meetings' involvement with an assortment of concerns, yielding final presentations that brainstormed ways to share our work with our Meetings. Forthwith, a summary of the weekend, which
I hope will inspire your interest to adopt some of the activities for our Meeting.
Quaker Quadrants:
On Friday evening, the first group activity divided the room into quadrants, as we had for some exercises at Orange Grove's Sierra Madre
retreat. These quadrants indicated our individual interest and engagement with a concern on one axis, and our perception of our Meeting's
interest and involvement with it on the perpendicular axis. North was "My Meeting supports and encourages this;" south was, "my Meeting
discourages or is uninterested." East suggested, "I support and encourage this in my meeting," and west; "I discourage or devalue this in my
meeting." So people who had a strong interest in a concern but didn't feel that it was valued in their meeting gathered to discuss their struggles, while those who felt strongly supported and in alignment with their meetings discussed the rewards of this in the opposite corner of the
room. The topics we discussed included: community; connection to God/Spirit; inspiration/discernment; order/organization; service/
stewardship; purpose/challenge; social/political action; and Quakerism. By the end of these seven discussions, we had all met and interacted
with most of the attendees.
Saturday began with a "crack of dawn" discussion on George Fox's 10th epistle, relating to addictions, followed by their 7:30am 30 minute
worship session. After breakfast, we gathered for the next succession of exercises.
Kathy discussed the importance of relationship in community, and the role of commitment in enduring deep disruptions in our lives. Habits
and structure were discussed as helping us navigate these issues - notably Meeting for Worship - as an important opportunity for structure.
But how to integrate structure throughout the rest of our lives? "Plants do not go to their roots once a day for an hour" (though I missed the
quote's source).
Mary shared a theme she had learned from our Meeting's Blake Arnall, the "Five Fingers in the Hand of 'Church.'" Apparently church attendees' main desires for religious involvement broke down into five key things they were seeking:
1) ritual/liturgy (encounter the sacred together, value mystical experience)
Aiding the Japanese who were being
2) doctrine/philosophy (provide moral compass in world of ambiguous values)
sent to internment camps.
3) tradition/history (transmit wisdom and experience of our beloved ancestors)
4) community/support (help each other in crisis, celebrate joys together)
5) service/social action (Thanksgiving turkey deliveries, working publicly for justice).
With that in mind, we were asked to consider who is responsible for maintaining the health of these issues in our Meeting. Does a committee
do this work? An individual? Or has it been overlooked or not undertaken yet? We were invited to consider the monthly life of our Meeting
and how many "person-hours" were devoted to each area of activity, then to show it in a pie chart.
I found myself stumped. I realized how little I knew about the committees I'm not involved in, and how much time their members devote to
their work. Without a nominating report, I couldn't begin to recall all the positions our members fulfill. In my defense, our Meeting was one
of the three largest at the consultation; many small worship groups have only a handful of members who undertake multiple responsibilities
for their Meeting. It seemed they had an easier time answering the questions.
This analytical approach was then given personal reflection, and times for creative ideation. With a column for each category above, we were
asked to consider:
1. What regularly scheduled activities are already in place regarding each category?
2. What have I heard people longing for?
3. How can I work with my meeting to address these longings?
4. What might make it difficult to implement these new endeavors?
5. What support will I need to overcome any difficulties?
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We broke for lunch, and a dining companion from Seattle shared their experiences and news of the Tacoma Immigrant Detention Center,
which is plagued with some of the same issues our "local" Adelanto Detention Center struggles with. During the free time "hiking" break, I
met a friend from Portland who shared her substantial experiences with FCNL Lobbying and Lobby Visit Training, which a group of us are
undertaking involvement with at OGMM as well. She spoke of how important sharing our stories with legislators had been in their lobbying
efforts to decrease military spending, and how that can really sway the vote on an issue.
When we regrouped, a series of resources for spiritual deepening were shared, including:
1) Western Friend Magazine
Current issues are online in abridged form for non-subscribers; past issues are archived unexpurgated, and are searchable on their website. The entire historical archive of the magazine - dating back to 1920 - is available online, though ancient issues may only be images of
the pages, and the text may not be "searchable."
Study guides have also been created for some topics of interest, and there are monthly online video conversations to dig deeper into some
concerns. Discussion packs of 6 copies of a single issue are also available for $18.
The site now includes help wanted listings and suggestions for submissions, which are encouraged.
https://westernfriend.org/magazine
2) The Quaker Center website now includes a page of Quaker quotes to inspire discussion or reflection.
http://www.quakercenter.org/quaker-quote-archive/
3) Quaker Speak online videos
Friends Journal started this series of brief interviews discussing topics of interest to Quakers, often aiming to explain our practices to the
broader community we exist within. They now are a separate endeavor from the Journal, but they have a webpage, youTube channel, and
Facebook page. Some are quite funny, others quite serious.
http://quakerspeak.com/ https://www.youtube.com/user/Quakerspeak
https://www.facebook.com/quakerspeak/
4) Spiritual Deepening Groups
These are groups of 4-5 people committing to 3 months of consistent daily spiritual practice, ideally with a leader who has some experience with spiritual oversight and support. Each weekend every participant emails an update about their experience, under 250 words, to
everyone in the group. Every member then responds to everyone, either by email or in person, by Wednesday. The intention is for the
response to be loving and encouraging, and advice should point to, "that Spirit, the true teacher."
Ultimately this leads to a group spiritual journal, a record of participants' spiritual journeys. The group can decide whether to be public or
confidential. An initial face to face meeting is recommended, or if geography makes this difficult, some groups have used Skype for the
meeting. After three months, the group can decide whether to continue or lay the group down.
5) Spiritual Life Sharing Groups (Margaret Sorrel for Quaker Center)
This is a structured worship sharing group, focusing on participants on-going spiritual journeys. Ideally composed of 4-5 people, a mixture of seasoned and less experienced Friends, this group meets regularly for about 2 hours. The first session asks each participant to
share their 20 minute spiritual history. Subsequent sessions ask each participant to respond to two queries, "How has your spiritual life
been nourished in recent weeks?" and "Have their been opportunities for spiritual growth?" Each person shares for 15 minutes with 5
minutes of silent reflection or prayers, blessings, and support. Everyone participates in turn.
If one of the four cannot attend, the meeting continues with three people, but if two cannot attend, the meeting is rescheduled, as the
group commitment and support has been found to be essential for its success.
6) Discernment Group Process (from Marcelle Martin)
This might be seen as a group clearness committee meeting. The entire meeting opens and closes with 5 minutes of worship. Each person in the group spends time as the focus person, explaining what they are discerning about for up to 7 minutes. Others ask questions for
12 minutes, with periods of silence between each question, while a "recorder" writes them down. The focus person chooses one question
and responds for 5 minutes. Three minutes is then spent holding the focus person and their discernment in the light. This process is repeated for each person in the group until everyone has participated. If time remains, the group may reflect upon how well the process was
followed, whether participants realized benefits, or how future meetings might better serve the group.
Once we had all learned of these resources, small groups brainstormed ways to utilize them on a monthly and weekly basis in our Meetings,
or personally at home. Some of the ideas included: First Day school or Adult Ed sessions structured around articles from Western Friend;
group collaborative collages on a topic for submission to Western Friend; Quaker Speak binge-watching pajama parties; sharing a quote daily
via email, or sharing one before Meeting for Worship by reading it or writing it on a lobby bulletin board; including a quote in monthly Meeting announcements; or sharing it for discussion during fellowship. Other ideas included hosting discernment groups at members homes, having an hour long discussion of a Western Friend article after worship, and having a yearly discernment group retreat.
Knowing What Is True At Meetings
Henri Ducharme led discussion considering how assumptions or habit regarding "what is true" affect our meetings. His examples addressed
the experiences of younger first time attenders, and the explanations members offered for them not returning. In fact some did return; others
didn't for reasons completely unrelated to the assumptions. He also considered who was truly carrying the "weight of the Meeting." By examining the Nominating Committee report records over time, it became clear that some people had largely upheld certain responsibilities for the
Meeting, rather than being shared.
What I found interesting was his willingness to question accepted "truths" and to test them through a variety of methods, some directly drawn
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from scientific methodology, others perhaps familiar to news reporters. Among his methods were: "counting; adding, subtracting, ratios;
recording people, especially informal comments; reading meeting documents; structured interviews; comparison with other Meetings;
probing the logic of an argument through analogy; structured behavioral observation; controlled experiments; and researching best practices."
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He concluded by offering these queries for any important issue at a Meeting:
1) What are the facts in your meeting that Friends might disagree about?
100 YEARS OF WAGING PEACE
2) How could you decide which facts are more likely to be correct? (This might
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right away.
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3) What are things unspoken at your meeting which you think it would be helpful to speak about? (These could be assumptions of fact,
values, feelings about past history, etc.) How might you bring a factual grounding to a discussion about this issue?
On the final "crack of dawn" early Quaker writings study, we considered Isaac Penington's "To the Women Friends that meet at Armscot in
Worcestershire." The advice to season your hearts with the grace and truth of the Lord God, that "ye will know the joy of seeking out and
bringing back the lost sheep," led to ruminations on border collies, and how they made it possible to farm on impossible terrain, and how
we might aspire to higher objectives amidst the impossible social terrain we labor within. The mornings worship was quiet, and after
breakfast everyone paired with their geographically neighboring Meeting representatives, to share ideas how to move forward and support
each other with some of our group discoveries.
Everyone joined in whole-heartedly to clean and pack, and after some final worship, in true Quaker fashion, about half of the attendees
proceeded to drive the wrong way down the one way loop road out of the Redwoods, meeting up with the others who followed the "one
way" signs, somehow still averting accidents and managing to accommodate each other. After I was recalled by phone to retrieve a bag I'd
forgotten, we finally merged back into traffic, Santa Cruz, San Jose, Burbank, and home, as the idyllic visit, star-filled skies, unfathomably
tall trees, and beautiful beaches receded from memory.
I'd encourage all of us to consider whether you'd like to initiate any of the activities
I've discussed within our Meeting, and feel free to contact me if you'd like more details on
anything I've mentioned.

AFSC
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ARTHUR KEGERRIS

Welcome

Alden Newman Scoma!
Kate Newman and Sam Scoma who were married
under the care of Orange Grove Meeting two years
ago, brought baby Alden to meeting for a welcoming
ceremony on Nov 5, 2017..
Friends and Family who attended were called on to
become part of the community that will support the
new family. Alden was blessed with water, earth fire
and Air and awarded a flower in honor of his becoming naturally who he was meant to be. Then we all
ate vegan goodies to celebrate.
Peg Newman, who was one of the original founders
of Friends Western School and the stalwart creator of
many Christmas shows, came west from Philadelphia
to celebrate and read Alden a letter from his grandma.
Everyone was having such a good time, they forgot to
take pictures until after it was over!
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How Can the U.S. Get to Scandinavian Heaven?

Viking Economics: How the Scandinavians Got it
Right and How We Can Too
by George Lakey
A review of
by Alexandra Hopkins
Right now, as the U.S. ship of state seems to be taking on water in heavy
seas, the Scandinavian societies described in V iking Economics sound like
Heaven. The author, George Lakey, thinks that we can get there, too. At the
end of the book, he plots a strenuous course, but one that we can start on
right now.
George Lakey (an amazingly active Quaker) describes many aspects of
Scandinavian life. He talks about education, the environment, work/life balance, and the stresses of recent high immigration. He focuses on Norway,
where he has lived with his Norwegian wife, but also includes considerable
information about Denmark, Sweden, and Iceland. In a conversational tone,
he relays personal anecdotes along with broad statistics to back up his
points.
Bottom line, the quality of life, work/life balance, socioeconomic equality,
and economic security are all superior in Scandinavia to what we have in the
U.S. But what about freedom? Lakey provides the findings of Freedom
House, which tabulates generally-accepted annual rankings of freedom for each country in the world. Scandinavia wins
again. For example, in 2016, Norway was given the highest ranking possible on freedom, 100.* Whereas, the U.S. came in
with an 89 (https://freedomhouse.org/report/fiw-2017-table-country-scores). In the U.S., where money speaks louder than
the 99% ** and where we incarcerate a higher percentage of our population than any other country, we have a ways to go.
Lakey’s characterization of the security, well-being, and sense of freedom in Scandinavia all rang true to me. My husband,
Kim, and I visited Denmark and Sweden last summer. The sense of security and happiness was palpable, as was the greater
freedom to live life as one wants and not as economic stresses require.
Lakey attributes Scandinavia’s success to a system in which citizens pay high taxes but in return receive high quality services. Importantly, these services are provided to everyone, not only the needy. Everyone who wishes benefits from tuitionfree universities, quality healthcare, in-home (or, if desired, group home) elder care, trolleys that run on-time, unemployment benefits, etc. As the services are offered to everyone, people can see the value that their tax dollars are buying.
Here’s the $64,000 question: Would it be possible for the U.S. to adopt the Nordic model? Could we free our young people
from mountains of college debt? Could we provide everyone with high quality healthcare? Could we provide all our seniors
with in-home care so that they could age in place if they wish?
Lakey addresses the obstacles in the U.S. that people usually mention: our large
population, our racial and cultural divisions, and the grip of the 1% on our politics.** He shows how these may not be the barriers that many people suppose
and that in the case of some of these issues, Scandinavia faced similar obstacles.
Lakey lays out a strategy for the U.S. modeled on Scandinavia’s successful history of wresting power from ruling elites so that they could create the Nordic model:
Create a vision for the future, shared by many Americans, of greater equality
of opportunity, better work/life balance, a stronger social safety net, and
a less corrupt political system.
Increase involvement in worker-owned co-operatives and consumer cooperatives. Co-operatives create the skills and the democratic participation required to move us towards the Nordic model. Surprisingly, more
than two-thirds of Americans already participate in at least one cooperative. These include consumer co-operatives like credit unions, dairy
cooperatives for food processing and marketing, and employee-owned
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REVIEW (Cont.)
companies, like Avis car rentals.
Commit to non-violence.
In addition to the inherent desirability of avoiding violence, George Lakey quotes statistics indicating that
non-violent social movements are twice as likely to succeed as violent movements.
Act!
How are we going to change the laws to free our politics from big money? The way it’s always done –
demonstrations, workers’ strikes, boycotts, etc. The Scandinavian countries wrested their political systems
from ruling elites with social movements on the scale of our Civil Rights and the LGBT movements.
Lakey advises that if we want the kind of revolutionary change that the Nordic model would bring, we
will need to do the same.
Lakey concludes, in an Afterword written in spring 2017, with comments on the Trump administration. He points
out that Trump is a symptom of great dissatisfaction. This is a moment when a new vision could unite the many
people who are unhappy with how things are going in America today. Creating a new vision is an activity that anyone can participate in. I urge you to read V iking Economics, and if you like what you read, suggest that others
read it, too. Si se puede--Yes we can!
Alexandra Hopkins.
*These figures don’t appear in the book. They’re from the Freedom House webpage linked to in this paragraph.
**There is evidence that the U.S. is no longer a democracy and has become an oligarchy due to the role of big
money in politics. A well-publicized 2014 Princeton study of Congressional votes from 1981 to 2002 came to this
conclusion, as reported by the BBC: “When a majority of citizens disagrees with economic elites and/or with
organized interests, they generally lose. Moreover, because of the strong status quo bias built into the US political
system, even when fairly large majorities of Americans favor policy change, they generally do not get
it.” Source: http://www.bbc.com/news/blogsechochambers-27074746

About the author:
George Lakey is a sociologist, a social activist, and
a Quaker. He has given a number of workshops on
Viking Economics including one sponsored by the
Santa Monica Friends Meeting in June 2017. Lakey
was a trainer for the 1964 Freedom Summer, registering Blacks to vote in Mississippi. He co-founded a
number of Quaker initiatives including: Movement
for a New Society (MNS), A Quaker Action Group
(AQAG), and Training for Change. Lakey has written
numerous books and manuals on the subject of creating non-violent social change, starting with a widely
used training manual for Freedom Summer.
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From our Friends in ANIMAL KINSHIP
At THE PEACEABLE TABLE

PIONEER—Friend Benjamin Lay, 1682 - 1759
On September 9, 1738, Quaker Benjamin Lay walked into the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (PYM) of
Friends, held in the Burlington, N.J. meetinghouse. (This was quite near the home of eighteen-year-old John
Woolman, who was probably present.) Benjamin had come almost thirty miles to get there, on foot, as he refused to exploit horses. Under a greatcoat he wore a
military uniform and a sword, both of them anathema to Quakers, who had already been committed to
non-violence for seventy-eight years. He also carried a book with a hollowed-out compartment, in
which was hidden an animal bladder full of brightred (and toxic) pokeberry juice. (How he came by
the bladder is a mystery; it is unlikely he killed any
beast to get it, as he was vegetarian, and quite explicit in rejecting violence against animals as well
as humans.) The meeting was presided over by two
“weighty” Quakers, John Kinsey, clerk of PYM,
and assistant clerk Israel Pemberton Sr., both powerful men alike among Friends and in the colonial
government; and both super-wealthy slaveholders
who strongly defended human slavery, even censoring the writings of any Friends who criticized it.
At one point Benjamin rose to speak. He
was a “Little Person,” a dwarf about four feet tall,
but he had a giant confidence and a booming
voice. He affirmed the key Quaker testimony of
Equality: God respects all peoples equally, whether
rich or poor, man or woman, white or black. Keeping slaves, he said, was the greatest of all sins, in
total violation of the Golden Rule that Quakers profess. Throwing off the greatcoat, he held the book
aloft and stabbed it with the sword. Friends gasped
as the “blood” gushed out; he sprinkled it on the
heads of slaveholding Friends present, thundering
that thus God will shed the blood of those persons who enslave their fellows. Kinsey and Pemberton Sr. probably got their share.
“The room exploded into chaos, but Benjamin stood quiet and still, ‘like a statue’.” Several Friends
surrounded the small prophet with the big message, and carried him out of the meetinghouse; he did not resist. But, far from being silenced, he continued to fling his lightning bolts against slavery and slaveholders, in
either theatrical or straight verbal form, both in Friends’ Meetings for Worship, and later on the street to all
comers.
Historian Marcus Rediger begins his 2017 book The Fearless Benjamin Lay with this dramatic incident,
which encapsulates the character and witness of this extraordinary Quaker who spoke truth to power, almost
alone among Friends, during a time of great spiritual wickedness in high places. After this flash-forward, the
author moves back to Benjamin’s origins. Born in 1682, Benjamin was a third-generation Friend, more radical-
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From our Friends in ANIMAL KINSHIP
At THE PEACEABLE TABLE

ly committed to the faith than either his grandparents or parents. He was born and grew up in Copford, a village
sixty miles northwest of London. Benjamin’s father, William II, married into means with his second union, becoming a propertied yeoman. But their children’s education was quite limited; Benjamin could read, but was
taught little more. However, he valued knowledge highly, and seized every chance to educate himself throughout his life.
Animals became important in his thinking during his late teens, when he went to work tending the
sheep of his older half-brother William III. He loved this job, and the sheep, especially the “pretty lambs.” He
resonated to the extensive biblical theme of God as shepherd caring for us as sheep, but clearly it was more than
an image: the sheep themselves mattered to him.
When he came of age, his father apprenticed him to a glove-maker in a nearby town. The work was
done in a hunched-over position; the leather used for most of the gloves was smelly and needed curing
first. Years later, Benjamin condemned the work also because the leather came from violence against animals. He disliked his apprentice situation so much that he ran away in 1703 and headed for London. Part of his
motivation may have been problems with his master; Benjamin and authority figures tended not to get along.
Wanting to see the world and expand his mind, he became a sailor. The work was hard and dangerous,
but he was willing and virtually fearless. It was to provide his
“Oppression Education 101.” From his fellow sailors he heard
horror stories, some of which came from their experiences
working slave ships; others of the sailors had themselves been
captured by Barbary pirates, and spent years in slavery. From
these accounts it was clear to Benjamin that the Christian slavers treated their African captives considerably worse than the
Muslim slavers did their European Christian slaves. He accused slavers as a class of having murdered perhaps hundreds
of thousands (which by then was literally true in the hellish
Middle Passage and the West Indies). He harshly condemned
the freewheeling rape of African women captives by crewmembers, identifying with the women victims rather than the
crew. This and other elements of his experience in this rough,
all-male environment surprisingly strengthened his conviction
of the all-too-common victimization of women, and the equality of the sexes in the sight of God, just as his endurance of the
heavy-handed tyranny of captains strengthened his solidarity
with poor working people. Equality, a core Quaker principle
neglected in his time, became increasingly precious to him.
In 1714 he retired from seagoing and settled down in
London, supporting himself by glove-making. He had come
safe out of the perils of the deep, but not into peace. He joined
Devonshire House Meeting, also visiting other Meetings and
churches in London. When he disliked what he heard, he was
not shy about speaking up, sometimes denouncing weighty
Quakers as presenting their own ideas stemming from their
love of wealth, not the messages of the Spirit. He kept getting
into trouble and arousing anger in one Meeting after another.
Having gotten married in July 2018 to fellow-Friend Sarah Smith, five years his senior and a Little Person like himself, he and his bride decided to betake themselves to what they probably hoped would be greener
pastures elsewhere.
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They sailed to Barbados, which had a (declining) Quaker community; Benjamin set up a general store on the
waterfront in Bridgetown. But the greener pastures turned out to be hell on earth. Nine thousand Whites of European
descent exploited and tortured seventy thousand enslaved Black persons, working them eighteen hours a day, feeding
them little, in some cases whipping them weekly just to keep them in terror. The Lays saw exhausted, emaciated Africans collapse on the streets; a horrified Sarah saw a naked and shivering man suspended (probably in chains) above a
pool of blood in front of a house. She got sufficient control over herself to enter the house and inquire about this monstrous situation. She found that the man’s “owner” was a Quaker, who felt quite justified in punishing him thus for
running away for a day or two. Let’s not be too rigid about this Equality notion!
In the early days of Benjamin’s shop keeping, occasionally one or another of
the Africans would beg or shoplift in his store. At first he had responded to
thievery severely, but he soon realized who the bigger thieves running the
whole system were. He was ashamed of his behavior, and instead opened
conversations with the enslaved and heard their stories--an exponentially
deeper education than he had acquired in his twelve years on shipboard. He
learned that the victimized people “are Murthered [murdered] by Working
hard, and Starving, Whipping, Racking, Hanging, Burning, Scalding, Roasting, and other Hellish Torments”--all real, and routine, events. The master
class grew rich, primarily from the sugar industry; when the enslaved died in
a year or two or three, there were always more to be purchased from the foul
holds of the ships.
“The Lays began to hold meetings in which they denounced slavery and
served meals at their home, which drew ever larger crowds of enslaved people, many in defiance of their masters.” The Whites were outraged; the ruling group heard about these subversive activities, verbally attacked the Lays,
and took steps to banish them from the island. But the Lays had already decided to leave; it was obvious they could not by themselves feed the hundreds of starving guests; they could not play favorites; and they feared that
they would eventually be made callous and cruel by the horrible cruelty
around them, like the resident Quakers they had encountered. In the language of twenty-first century psychology, they probably realized they were
nearing their capacity to endure Secondary Traumatic Stress without succumbing to psycho- spiritual catastrophe. So in the fall of 1720 they sailed
back to England. The hellish memories of their eighteen-month-stay in Barbados, burned deeply into their minds and hearts, were to be the turning point
in their lives. Denouncing human slavery and the greed that fueled it became the focal purpose of Benjamin’s life.
Back in London Benjamin’s earlier pattern of stirring up strife in Quaker meetings soon resumed. Although he
was probably right in his conviction that desire for gain--”Covetousness”-- was corrupting many Friends, he was almost surely not without some guilt in these interactions. Rediger comments that he was stubborn and self-righteous; it
is also clear that he was uncharitable and judgmental toward those whose words and actions he opposed, though very
tender toward those who lived by Quaker values. We can understand; hating the sin yet loving the sinner is
hard. When representatives from any offended Meeting tried to work with him, he seldom made any attempt to
acknowledge that he had been even partially at fault. (They may not have tried very hard to be fair, either.) He ended
up being disowned by more than one of them. However, he did manage to apologize sufficiently to regain membership
in good standing with one Meeting, and thus permission to join another Meeting elsewhere. After twelve tempestuous
years in England, in 1732 Benjamin and Sarah sailed to North America, their destination Philadelphia, the City of
Friendship. It was still the largest community of Quakers in the Colonies. The Lays had high hopes: surely the Divine
Light of Peace and Equality ruled here, in William Penn’s Holy Experiment?
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Readers already know the answer from the book-of-blood incident. The proportion of Africans to
Whites was very different from that in Barbados, and probably in Pennsylvania the anxiety level of slaveholders
was lower; in any case, the overwhelming, raw savagery of enslavement they had seen on the island was not
very visible here. But the evil, fueled by greed, was still monstrous and the resulting suffering was great, especially in the light of Friends’ principles. Benjamin’s uncompromising demands for Truth and Equality in the
Light, fired by his first-hand witness to the bottomless pit in his Barbados period, meant that his relationships
with the powerful and wealthy Quaker leaders, most of whom kept slaves, was as stormy as those in England,
where resident slaves were few and thus slavery was scarcely visible, the plantations Friends owned being
across the ocean. Benjamin did much traveling, always on foot, to visit various Meetings where he often spoke
and/or dramatized his prophetic witness, and was often thrown out of the buildings. He did find some kindred
souls among Friends, including Ralph Sandiford, a former sailor like himself, turned merchant, who had written
an anti-slavery book entitled The Mystery of Iniquity. It was censored of course by the likes of Kinsey and
Pemberton Sr., but the author published it himself and distributed copies gratis. But Benjamin soon lost this
cherished friend. Sandiford was very ill, and though only forty, died in about a year, almost unhinged by the
cumulative abuse of fellow-Quakers.
An even greater tragedy struck Benjamin with the sudden death of his beloved Sarah at age fifty-eight
in 1735, from causes unknown. She had been his soul-mate, one with him in all he felt and did, and he always
knew he was speaking for them both. Though he still had quiet supporters, gradually increasing in numbers
over time, thereafter his voice was virtually the only one heard loudly denouncing slavery and slavekeepers. He endured most of the abuse of the Quaker powerful, including disownments by two Meetings, a
great grief to him.
In the aftermath of his bereavement he wrote a book entitled A ll Slave-Keepers That Keep the Innocent
in Bondage, Apostates. It was a powerful but chaotic work, with many insertions of material from other writers,
ranging from Epictetus and Pythagoras to John Milton and Thomas Tryon---Benjamin was a voracious reader. It was, of course, censored by the (Un-)Friendly Establishment, so he handed it to his friend Benjamin
Franklin to print, inviting him to do whatever editing he chose. Like Sandiford, Friend Lay paid for the publication himself, and distributed the copies free. It was to have a considerable impact. (It is now in print again.)
From the mid-1730s on, he moved more and more toward the Quaker ideal of simplicity, growing and
eating his own food, living in a semi-cave-like dwelling which he roofed with branches and modified to produce a very adequate living space. Part of simplifying his lifestyle was deepening his commitment to animals. He learned a great deal from the writings of Thomas Tryon (whom The Peaceable Table featured as a
Pioneer in PT 13 and PT 137 ). His favorite book was Tryon’s The W ay to Health, Long Life, and Happiness, a
promotion of compassionate vegetarianism; and he repeated Tryon’s line “the merciful Man is merciful to his
Beast” as well as Tryon’s expression “fellow creature.” Like Tryon, he affirmed the presence of the Spirit in all
animals as well as humans, and (as mentioned above) rejected the use (mostly abuse) of horses for transportation--not to mention the killing and eating of any animal. Benjamin rejected leather and wool for clothing; he
went barefoot much of the time; he spun flax to make his own clothing, which was undyed because indigo was
produced by human slaves, and red dye was made from cochineal beetles.
It has been said that science advances one funeral at a time, as younger, more open minds take over the
field. This aphorism describes the cause of abolition (of human slavery) among Quakers. Benjamin outlived
most of his powerful opponents who had for so long condemned his witness and suppressed it in official records. After the death of his high-living, multi-millionaire enemy Kinsey in 1750, it was discovered that Kinsey
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had embezzled a huge sum of money; the stink of the scandal could not be hidden. Benjamin Lay, denouncing
greed and exploitation and living on fruits and veggies in his cave, began to look better and better. Pemberton
Sr. died unrepentant in 1754, leaving his almost fivemillion-dollar (in today’s money) estate to his sons-two of whom became abolitionists!
It was evident that younger minds, such as
John Woolman and Anthony Benezet, had been listening to Benjamin, and widespread rumbles of discontent were getting more audible. In 1758, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting passed a resolution condemning slave-trading--perhaps the best news Benjamin had ever heard. He died some months thereafter.
Eighteen years later, Quakers officially condemned all (human) slave-holding in their midst, and
began to work toward its abolition in society at
large. But it was to be more than 200 years--with
Benjamin’s witness long forgotten--before Quaker
and other voices opposing animal slavery became
loud enough to even begin to wake up the Society of
Friends from their haunted slumbers.

--Gracia Fay Ellwood
The painting reproduced at the head of this essay is
by Kellian Quinn; see website at Quinn . Permission
to reproduce sought.
"God...has made of one blood all nations of humankind to dwell on the face of the whole earth." Acts
17:26 WELCOME REFUGEES AND MUSLIMS!

The Peaceable Table is a project of Quaker Animal Kinship, a non-profit organization also known as the Animal
Kinship Committee of Orange Grove Friends Meeting, Pasadena, California. It is intended to resume the witness of that
excellent vehicle of the Friends Vegetarian Society of North America, The Friendly Vegetarian, which appeared quarterly
between 1982 and 1995.

The journal is intended to be interactive; contributions, including illustrations, are invited for the next issue. Deadline for the February 2017 issue will be Jan. 27. Send to graciafay@gmail.com or 14 Krotona Hill, Ojai, CA 93023. We
operate primarily online in order to conserve trees and labor, but hard copy is available for interested persons who are not
online. The latter are asked, if their funds permit, to donate $15 (USD) per year. Other donations to offset the cost of supplies and printing are welcome. Send checks to Robert Ellwood, Treasurer, 14 Krotona Hill, Ojai, CA 93023.
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Orange Grove Corner COMMITTEES!
Ever wonder how meeting works—who does what? Well, you—yes, you—have
an opportunity to serve on a Committee. We practically invented them! We
don’t have ministers—we also don’t have custodians, counselors, or cooks. And
it is through service that you find true fellowship in Meeting. If you have further questions, use the email addresses on Page 2 to contact the clerk of the
committee you are interested in.

ORANGE GROVE FRIENDS MEETING
COMMITTEE & JOB DESCRIPTIONS
An unprogrammed Quaker Meeting depends entir ely on volunteer s to suppor t and maintain the Meeting physically, spir itually and socially. Consider which committee you’d like to serve on.
Committees for which membership is required:
Pastoral Care and Worship & Ministry are made up of active members of Meeting. Their meetings are open to non-committee members by invitation.
Pastoral Care Committee:
The main responsibility of the Pastoral Care Committee is to provide nurture and support to members and attenders of Meeting in times of joy or
need. The committee maintains the list of meeting members and regular attenders, contacting them yearly to make sure their needs are being met.
The Committee forms clearness committees for membership and marriages under the care of the meeting, as well as clearness committees to help
members clarify personal problems or make important decisions. It offers support committees for members who need continuing discernment
with a specific leading. The Pastoral Care Committee meets monthly.
Worship and Ministry
-The Worship and Ministry Committee is charged with the care of the spiritual life of the Meeting and acts as needed to foster spirit-led vocal ministry. The committee sponsors an Adult Education Program on First Day mornings and other workshops and retreats for spiritual growth. The committee is also responsible for assisting new attenders in learning about Quaker faith and practice. The committee meets once a month.
Standing Committees ar e open to all:
Burial Committee
-----------------------The Burial Committee is a subcommittee of Pastoral Care. Its purpose is to oversee the process of burying someone or their ashes in the
Orange Grove Cemetery and to assist their family at the time of death. The Committee maintains information on the final arrangement
wishes of members and notifies Meeting of each burial. The committee meets infrequently at the call of the clerk.
Children’s Education Committee/ Children’s Education Coordinator Support Committee.
-----------------------The Children’s Education committee is temporarily laid down, but we hope to review it in 2017 Currently we have a support committee for
the Children’s Ed Co-coordinator in her (or his) performance of his (or her) duties. We have childcare for babies and toddlers and a program
for an elementary group during Meeting for Worship.
Finance Committee
--------------------The function of Finance Committee is to work out a financial plan that allows the Meeting to do what it wants to do. The main tasks of the
Committee are to make an annual budget, offer suggestions when we deviate from our budget, make decisions about investment of Meeting
funds and long-term financial policy, keep the Meeting informed of our financial situation and propose changes in financial policy when
needed. Finance Committee meets as needed. The Meeting Treasurer works closely with the Finance Clerk. The only requirements for
membership in Finance Committee are a sense of humor and an interest in numbers.
Fellowship Committee
----------------------Fellowship Committee attracts people who are interested in socializing. . They organize the monthly potlucks and support various all-meeting
parties throughout the year including fellowship following Meeting for Worship. When the Meeting hosts larger events, such as Quarter or PYM
Representative’s Meetings, a member of Fellowship participates in the ad hoc committee that organizes the event. The committee meets once a
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month.
Nominating Committee
--------------------This committee is nominated by the Naming Committee (Clerks of Meeting, Pastoral Care and Worship and Ministry) The committee nominates all officers, representatives, committee clerks, members and other volunteers to take care of all the responsibilities of running the Meeting. Members should be comfortable approaching Friends to ask them to take on tasks. It reviews job descriptions occasionally. It usually
meets once a month. Its heavy season is from February through May as it prepares the committee slate for the following year. \
Library Committee
-----------------------The Library Committee is responsible for obtaining, cataloging, and managing materials in the Meeting library. The Committee also undertakes
activities to encourage use of the library collection.
Peace and Social Concerns
-----------------------The Committee for Peace and Social Concerns welcomes anyone interested in social action as an expression of our testimonies. The committee
may provide programs on pressing issues, engage in peace and social order actions and encourage Meeting to support proposed minutes. It gives
preliminary consideration to any concerns brought to Meeting on peace and social issues, proposes our yearly outreach budget, and reviews requests for financial support and leadings from FCNL, FCL and AFSC.
Property Committee.
--------------------The purpose of Property Committee is to oversee the maintenance of the four buildings and grounds owned by Orange Grove Meeting as well
as a small cemetery in Altadena. The only "qualification" for serving on this committee is an interest in the stewardship of Meeting property,
but it is helpful to have knowledge of buildings and grounds and the responsibilities of ownership. The committee meets monthly to review
needed maintenance tasks and to develop plans for the execution of these tasks.
Resident Friend Support Committee
---------------------Provides oversight and support for the Resident Friend of Orange Grove Meeting. Acts as hiring committee when candidate needed. All
concerns about our resident friends should be addressed to this committee.
Ad hoc Committees open to Members and Attenders
Animal Kinship – organizes events and publications to promote our kinship with Animals.
Meeting Officers
Clerk: oversight and care of meeting as a whole. Clerks monthly business meeting and Annual corporation meeting. Needs to be able to listen
to all without prejudice.
Asst. Clerk: Assists Clerk as asked. Replaces clerk when absent or when the Clerk feels unable to impartially “clerk” an issue before Business
Meeting.
Minute Clerk: keeps and distributes minutes of monthly Meeting for Business
Treasurer: handles Meeting’s bills and bank accounts.
Recorder: keeps a record of births, deaths, and membership in meeting.
Meeting Jobs
These jobs are done by individuals under supervision of committees or the Clerk.
Adult Education Co-coordinator or ganizes sessions of Adult Education on Fir st Days.
.
Archivist: keeps track of and organizes Meeting records
Children’s Education Coordinator – oversees personnel and program required for providing Children’s Education and childcare during the
worship hour and meeting events.
Corresponding Clerk: writes and/or composes with Clerk letters on behalf of meeting to new attenders, travel minutes, letters of concern,
etc.
Database Clerk: maintains database of meeting member s and attender s. Sends out announcements fr om cler ks on Or ange Gr ove
Email list.
Record Editor: writes, produces and distributes the Orange Grove Record.
Resident Friend: Lives on the pr oper ty in exchange for ser vices to the meeting such as opening the meetinghouse on Fir st Days, inter acting with meeting tenants and working with Site Manager to maintain the property.
Site Manager: wor ks with Resident Fr iend and negotiates on Meetings’ behalf with others who use the property.
Website Manager: maintains website of Orange Grove meeting.
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COMMUNITY BULLETIN BOARD
HERE COME THE NOMINATORS!

SAVE THE DATE~

Last year, the members of the Nominating Committee considered a proposal
that we wear robes with hoods and stalk
people in meeting with our magical powers of nominating!
Save us this step, and consider how you would
like to serve Meeting next year (July 2018 is the
starting date of jobs)
Where do you feel called to serve
Where do you see a need in Meeting?
Remember, serving on a committee is the best
way to make friends with Friends.
Talk to Bill Fowler, Georgia Daniels, Kate Carpenter, Christopher Wipf or Sharon Doyle and
see what fits?

Please join us for the
annual

Holiday Celebration on
December 17, 2017
There will be a program of
music at ten a.m. and
A potluck and talent show
following Meeting for
Worship

Thank you,
Nominating Committee

WISDOM ARTS LABORATORY
Needs your support. Contribute to
support this wonderful art program,
which involve the entire community
around the Meetinghouse in art making and empowerment

Friends – if you are looking for a Christmas
project – here is one
LOVE SCARVES
Scarves and caps are donated to City of
Hope cancer patients in February for Valentine’s Day
Jane Kraus just finished her first scarf
Maureen Charles is

For more information and how you can help contact
Abira Ali (abiraali@mac.com)

CRAFTY QUAKERS
We meet Wednesdays from
7:00 to 9:00 pm at the Meetinghouse

CRAFTY QUAKERS—
in THE GARAGE CLASSROOM
7pm

coordinating the
3/26
4/23

5/21 6/18

Remaining Dates in
2017 Nov 29th Dec 20th
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The Coffee and Cakes Crisis—Who Knew?
by Alexandra Hopkins
Nov. 2, 2017
Why have coffee, tea, and snacks after Meeting?
Hannah Maximova, co-clerk of Fellowship, says it
this way, “It nourishes us and heals us.” We and
those who came before us have held Meetings in
our beautiful Meeting House for over a century—
110 years. After Meeting, we’ve shared Fellowship with coffee, tea, and snacks. But this tradition
may be dying in front of our eyes.
Recently, after one of our Meetings, nothing was
served at Fellowship. Hannah says, “If that had
been my first Meeting, I don’t think I’d have come
back. It sends the message that we’re not a stable or nourishing community. It says we don’t
care.” (In fact, recently, it’s happened several
times.)
For years, Fellowship Committee members have
taken on two-year stints. They dutifully came to Meeting about a half-hour early to get the coffee makers
going. Then, after Meeting, they bustled about, laying out crackers, fruit salad, peanut butter and jelly—
whatever showed up in the kitchen. At the rise of Meeting, Friends poured into the Fellowship room with a
roar of chatter and helped themselves to the bounty. Then the Fellowship members cleaned up, often with
some help from others.
This was a great system. There was just one catch. Long before their stints were up, Fellowship Committees
lost members, and the remaining members burned out. They burnt out so intensely, completely, and thoroughly that several not only quit the job, they also quit the Meeting! Hannah says that after quitting, one former member wrote a rant (actually, Hannah called it, delicately, a “letter”) to the Meeting in which she said
that she felt as if she were a slave.
Knowing this sad—no—pretty darn tragic history, when Hannah and Estelle Stevens took on throwing birthday parties in 2016, they specifically did not sign up for the weekly hosting thing. Their plan was to host
birthdays, baby welcomings, and other celebrations. But, lickety-split, weekly hosting knocked on their
door.
Scrambling for what to do, and not wanting to repeat the negative experiences of their predecessors, Hannah
and Estelle came up with an idea, one rooted in their time at Ben Lomond Quaker Center. At Family
Work Camp, an annual Quaker Center event, families and individuals volunteer to work around the grounds
for three hours in the mornings. They weed, clear trails, paint fences—whatever is needed and suits them. In
the afternoons and evenings, they swim, socialize, or whatever they choose. BUT, they do one more thing.
Each day, they sign up to help at one meal. During this meal, they’ll be assisting the chef, laying out food, or
cleaning up.
So, even if they’ve worked hard for three hours chopping
wood, no excuses, they also help with a meal. And Hannah says, this is not a burden. Cooking and cleaning together is fun and a chance to get to know other Friends
from all over. In fact, some people were saying, “You
signed up too many times—it’s my turn!”

“We have to be the warmth—
we have to be the radiators.”—
Hannah Maximova

So, Hannah and Estelle hoped to give us the same
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experience. They created and posted a chart in the kitchen
that shows how to make coffee and do the other hosting things.
Then, they asked for volunteers to sign up on-line to host a few
Sundays a year. The first four months, all went well. But then, the
sign-ups petered out. And now, Fellowship coffee and snacks is an
endangered species.
As Hannah told me about all this sad stuff, I listed to myself the
reasons that my husband and I hadn’t signed up. We weren’t sure
where the snacks come from—did we have to bring them? No, you
need bring nothing, nada, no food. It arrives. The angels bring it
(often after sweating over hot stoves or chopped fruit salad). Or, if
the angels do not grace us, there are snacks in the pantry and
fridge—though not as yummy as what the angels bring. Thank you, angels!
But our main reservation was that we didn’t know what we were getting into and didn’t feel confident
that we could carry it off just by reading the chart.
So, here’s a new tweak on the sign-up idea.

3-Step Hosting!
Step 1: If you’re not familiar with hosting, you apprentice under someone who knows the ropes.
Step 2: You and a par tner host on your own. You can always fall back on the pictur e char t in the
kitchen.
Step 3: You and a par tner appr entice 1-2 new people.
If you already know the ropes, you’re free to go directly to Step 3—host Fellowship and apprentice 1-2
of the uninitiated.
My husband, Kim and I, tried out 3-Step Hosting. Hannah appr enticed us, we hosted by our selves
(with the help of the picture chart), and then, we apprenticed two others. A few other people also pitched
in with the clean-up—thank you! It was fun and gratifying.

How to Host Weekly Fellowship
3-Step Hosting will soon have all of us familiar with hosting
in 3 easy steps
so that we can volunteer with confidence a few times a year.
If each of us volunteers 2-4 times a year, we’ll have it cov1. Sign up on the clipboard after Meetered.

ing or go to www.ogmm.org and click
Hannah voices the vibes of our beautiful Meeting House and on “Sign up—Be a Fellowship Hero.”
those who have inhabited it, lo, these many years, “If we
want a warm and welcoming meeting, we have to be the
warmth—we have to be the radiators. Meeting is best when
it’s a refuge of kindness and safety.” Breaking bread has
bonded communities for millennia and bonded our Meeting
for over a century. Will the bonds hold if this tradition is
lost? No need to tempt fate. Once we know how, we can
strengthen our community by breaking bread together.

You can sign up to host Fellowship on a clipboard when it’s
passed around after Meeting. Or go to our website www.ogmm.org and click on “Sign up—Be a Fellowship Hero.” In the Comment section, you’ll be able to indicate whether you’re experienced or would like to assist
someone who is experienced.
Sign up and warm up Fellowship!

2. Arrive 20 minutes before either
Worship or Adult Ed. Using instructions on Poster in Kitchen (see next
page), set up coffee & heat water for
tea. Lay out mugs and fixings in cupboards under shelf
3. When announcements begin, slip
out of meeting and set out food & drink
(provided by others or use some in
closet). Generally people start coming
at 12:15
Clean up as you are led. (Others
usually join in the clean-up.
Leave by 1 pm.
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CALLING ALL FELLOWSHIP SUPERHEROES
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ORANGE GROVERS TAKE ACTION IN
THE COMMUNITY

Feeding the
Homeless
at Union
Station

Demonstrating
for Fair Housing
at
City Hall

Making Art with
the Community
at the
Wisdom Arts
Laboratory.
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